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The BUZZWORD
Friday, 9th March, 2018

“Releasing The Potential Within All”
A very warm welcome to you all!
The Power of Speech
We have been treated to some amazing speeches
from all of the children in every class. They all
chose a subject or topic that was of interest to them
and prepared, practised and delivered their
speeches to their class. Each Key Stage 2 class
then put forward 3 or 4 to the school final that we
held on Thursday afternoon. The topics included a
wide range of interests; examples include:
Women’s rights, swimming, endangered species,
tsunamis and Elizabeth I.
We have then selected 5 children to attend the inter
school competition at Baddow Junior School next
Thursday. More on this next Friday………..

Wish all mums a happy Mother’s Day

Year 4 Trip to Matilda
On Wednesday, Year 4 travelled
to the West End to see the stage
show of Matilda.
The children were dazzled by the
performances of the cast, the
acting, songs, choreography,
stunning set design and the
lighting. It has inspired all the
class to work even harder in class for fear of being
put in Chokey.

Welcome back Mrs Keenan
We were all delighted to see
Mrs Keenan our lollipop lady
back this week. Beehive Lane is
definitely a safer place with her
keeping an eye on the traffic.
Thank you.

Kitchen News
Next week we will be on Week 3 of our
Spring Menu.
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Lunchtime Awards

Times Tables
4X - Charlie T
7X – Charlie P
8X – Sophia B, Shaun R
12X – Lacey B

Elsie B in Reception, Harrison C in Year 1
Jake S in Year 2
were awarded for good manners and
polite behaviour

Elsie B, Maria P and Miss Brown

Be a Reader” Class award
Well done to Year 6 who have
won the “Be a Reader” trophy
this week, for collecting the
most Reading Stars.

French Breakfast Club Year 4
A group of Year 4 children attend
French Breakfast Club at Baddow
High School every Friday morning
to learn French. Today, they all
enjoyed learning to sing ‘Head
Shoulders Knees and Toes’ in
French. Voila!

Team Points
Great work Kingfishers for collecting
the most team points this week.

Playleader of the week
Terrific Tuesday-Lola B, Elena E, Leona S,
Matthew D, Samuel v B and Curtis S
Letters sent out this week
Keep on Reading – Yr3 and Yr4

Star of the Week
Ben McH for listening carefully and for
his great concentration this week.
Dolcie B for her confident and
enthusiastic speech about skiing.
Joseph H for his brilliant speech on
Lego and delivering it with confidence.
Jenson G for an excellent character
description of ‘Wilbur’. Jenson also delivered a
speech this week all about Alpacas.
Ady D for always trying to bring his own individual
expression to English, whether generating ideas or
in an extended piece of writing.
Oliver L for working his hardest and contributing in
every single lesson.
Curtis S for outstanding effort in Mathematics this
week.

Achievements
Lydia v B was awarded with Highly Commended
on Indigo from DanceSport
Thomas H received a certificate and belt for being
awarded of 10th Kyu in Karate

Paul Sully
Headteacher
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